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Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 
Consider amemoryless Gaussian vector source and assume that the variances 
of the components of its i.i.d, vectors are known and that no further information 
on their covariance structure is available. We study the dependence of the rate 
distortion function of such a source on the covariance structure of its i.i.d, vectors. 
In particular we give a lower bound of the rate distortion function, expressed 
only in terms of the known variances, and we show that it is tighter than the 
Shannon lower bound over a certain distortion region. 
]. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a Gaussian n-dimensional vector X whose components have 
zero means and given variances, and we study the dependence of its rate distor- 
tion function (with respect to the squared-error criterion) on its covariance 
structure. Theorem 1 gives the basic comparison result for the rate distortion 
functions under various covariance structures, and as a corollary a known 
upper bound. Theorem 2 gives a new lower bound. These bounds are defined 
only in terms of the variances of the components of X and the lower bound 
is tighter than the Shannon lower bound over a certain region. Finally Theorem 3
shows that the space between the lower and upper bounds is filled up by the 
rate distortion functions of such X's under all possible covariance structures. 
These results apply to the rate distortion function of a memoryless Gaussian 
vector source whose components have zero means and fixed variances, since 
this is equal to the rate distortion function of a Gaussian vector whose distribu- 
tion is that of the i.i.d, vectors of the source. 
All properties of rate distortion functions used here can be found in Berger 
(1971). A squared-error fidelity criterion is used throughout. 
* This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under 
Grant No. AFOSR-75-2796. 
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2. THE COMPARISON RESULT 
We begin with a property given in Lemma 1 in its general form and in its 
Corollary for the special case of Gaussian vectors. 
LEMMA 1. Let R~(D) and R~(D) be the rate distortion functions of the random 
variables X 1 and Xe , respectively, ~(i) be the and let Z~ma x least D such that Ri(D ) = O, 
i = 1, 2. I f  D~)ax r)(2) = Dmax, then ~m~x 
R~(D) <~ R2(D )
if and only if 
for all 0 < D 
Ra'(D) ~ R~'(D) for all 0 < D < Dmax 
with equality in the first relationship if and only if equality holds in the second 
relationship. 
Proof: Sufficiency. Suppose R~'(D) >/R2'(D ) for all 0 < D < Dmax. Since 
R'(D) is a continuous function on (0, Dmax), and the left derivative at Dm~x 
is finite (and <~0), R'(D) is integrable and thus absolutely continuous over 
each interval [Do, Dmax) where 0 < D O < Dmax. Hence 
Dmax 
 DmaxR '(V) dV /> R;(D) dO 
Do D O 
implies 
R~(Dmax) --  RI(Do) >~ R~(Dmax) -- R2(Do). 
Since Rl(Dmax ) = Re(Dmax) = 0 by assumption, we have RI(D' ) <~ R2(D' )
for all 0 < D' < Dmax. If RI'(D ) -~ R2'(D), 0 < D, equality holds throughout 
each step. 
Necessity. Suppose RI(D ) <~ R2(D), 0 < D. Then Rl(Dmax) --  RI(Do) >/ 
R2(Dmax ) --  R~(Do) and as in the proof of sufficiency 
fDm~ [RI'(D) -- R((D)] dD ~ O. 
Do 
Since this holds for all 0 < D O < Dmax and since Ra' , R 2' are continuous on 
(0, Dmax), it follows that for all 0 < D < Dmax, R~'(D)-  R ( (D)>/0  or 
R~'(D) >~ R((D). Clearly, R~'(D) = R((D) if R~(D) = R2(D ). | 
Lemma 1 holds also for n-dimensional random vectors whose rate distortion 
functions have equal Dmax points, since its proof uses only the basic properties 
of a rate distortion function and does not involve the dimensionality. 
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The parametric expression of Rx(D) for an n-dimensional zero mean Gaussian 
random vector X has the following form for 0 < 0 
1 n A(x) , 
Rx(Dx(O)) = -~ ~1 max (0, ½log @)  
Dx(O) = 1 ~ min(0, AI x)) 
n k~l  
where ~x) are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of X. Note that the 
function Dx(O) is one-to-one for 0 < 0 < maxl<k<~ A~x); its inverse function is 
denoted by Ox(D) for 0 < D ~< (l/n) 2~=1 A~ x'. Clearly D~d~ = (l/n) ~2~__~ A~x). 
COROLLARY to Lemma 1. Let X, Y be two Gaussian n-dimensional random 
vectors whose components have zero means and the same set of variances el2,..., an 2. 
Then 
if and only ff 
Rx(D) <~ Ry(D) for all 0 < D, 
Ox(D) >~ Or(D) 
1 
for all O < D <~ Dmax >~ 
- -  n 
with equality in the first relationship if and only if equality holds in the second 
relationship. 
Proof. From the parametric expression of Rx we have [Berger (1971)] 
1 ~(x) for all 0 <D <,_.max, Ox(D) -- 2Rx'(D) 
and also /)(r) n(r) ~ (1/n)~k=l a~ 2 since the components of X and Y ~]XIaX ~ / J Inax  
have the same set of variances. Thus 0x(D) ~ Or(D) if and only if Rx'(D ) 
Rr'(D ). Now the result follows from Lemma 1. | 
We will make use of the following result in the form of its corollary. 
LEMMA 2 [Fan (1949)]. Let the eigenvalues Ai of a symmetric positive definite 
N× N matrix A be so arranged that A 1 <~ A 2 <~ "" ~ AN. For any positive 
integer q, 1 ~ q <~ N 
q q 
~i = min ~ xjrAxj 
i= l  x j  j~ l  
q where {xj}j= x are orthonormal vectors in R x. 
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COROLLARY to Lemma 2. I f  ai ~ are the diagonal elements of A, then for 
all l <~ q ~ N, 
q 
i= l  i=:t 
Proof. Take x 7 = (0, 0 ..... 0, 1, 0,..., 0), i.e., 1 in the jth place and zero 
elsewhere. Then xjrAxj = a/e and the result follows immediately from 
Lemma 2. | 
We now derive a comparison result for the rate distortion function of a 
zero mean Gaussian vector under various covariance structures. 
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be two n-dimensional zero mean Gaussian vectors 
and let {A~x)}~=l_ and l"ii~(r)~Ji=a be the eigenvalues of their covariance matrices, 
respectively, arranged in increasing, order. Then 
if and only if 
Rx(D) <~ R~(D) for all 0 < D 
A~ x) ~ ~ )~r) for all 1 ~ p <~ n. 
i= l  i= l  
Equality holds if and only if "'z~!X) = "'i ~(y) for each i = 1, 2,..., n. 
Proof. Let Dx(O)= (1/n)Y.~=x rain(0, A(X)~ n 7~ ,, Rx(Dx(O)) = (l/n) ~k=l max(0, 
½1og(A~X)/O)) and Dy(O) = (I/n) ~k~=l min(0, A~r)),Ry(Dy(O)) = (l/n) 2~=i max(0, 
½ log (A/O~Y))), 0 < 0, be the rate distortion functions of X and Y, respectively. 
By Corollary to Lemma 1, Rx(D) <~ Ry(D), 0 < D, is equivalent o Ox(D) 
Or(D ) for all 0 < D < Dmax = (1/n)~__~ ~2. 
Arrange the eigenvalues A~ x) and 1~ r) in increasing order, i.e., 0 <~ A[ x) 
a~ x> ~< ... <~ A <x) and 0 ~ Ai r) ~< A~ r) ~< .-. <~ a (Y), and fix D e (0, Dmax). 
~<r) and A~ x> Ox(D) ~<x~ Assuming AJ v~ < Or(D ) ~ 'b+l < ~ we have - -p+l  
nD = A~ r) + ... + A]Y) + (n -- j) Oy(D) = A~ x) + ... @ Z (~ x) + (n -- p) Ox(D). 
Now in order to show the " i f"  part of the theorem suppose that ~=1 A) r) 
~k=l for all 1 <~ p <~ n. 
Case (i): Suppose 0 ~p <~j ~ n, and define A(o x) = h(o Y' = 0 for con- 
venience. For h = p + 1,...,j, we have A~x) ~ Ox(D). Thus 
J j 
Z A(kY) + (n -- j) Or(D) <~ Z A(J) + (n - j) Or(D) = Z A~ x) + (n -- p) Ox(D) 
k=l  k=l  k=l  
] 
~< 2 Ak (x) + (n - - j )  Ox(D). 
k=l  
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J A~ This implies Or(D)<~ Ox(D). Equality holds if and only if ~-~,k=l = 
A~ r), =A~ r), 1 ~<k~<n. ~k=l 1 ~< j ~< n, i.e., if and only if A~ x) 
Case (ii): Suppose 0 
J 
Z A(kx) + (n - - j )  Or(D) <~ 
k=t  
~< 
j ~ p ~< n. Then similarly we have 
J 
Z A(~ Y) + (n -- j) Or(D) = Z A(~x) + (n -- p) Ox(D) 
k=l k=l 
J 
Z A~ x) + (n - - j )  Ox(D). 
k=l  
J A~x~ J A~r~, Hence 0r(D) ~< Ox(D) and equality holds if and only if ~=1 : ~-~k=l 
1 ~< j ~< n, i.e., if and only if A~ x) =A~ r), 1 ~<k~<n. 
We have thus shown that Rx(D) <~ Rr(D ) for all 0 < D and that equality 
holds if and only if A~ x~ = A~ r), k = 1, 2,,.., n. This establishes the "if" part 
of the theorem. The proof of the "only if" part is similar and is thus omitted. | 
As a corollary to Theorem 1, we now show that among all zero mean Gaussian 
vectors X whose components have the same set of variances, the one with 
independent components has the highest rate distortion function. This upper 
bound is well known. A very similar result is the upper bound given by Wyner 
and Ziv (1971). 
COROLLARY to Theorem 1. Let X and Y be two n-dimensional Gaussian 
vectors whose components have zero means and the same set of variances and 
suppose that the components of Y are independent. Then 
Rx(D) <~ Rr(D) for all 0 < D 
and equality holds if and only if the components of X are also independent. 
A n Proof. Let { k}k=1 be the eigenvalues and {%~}~=1 the diagonal elements 
of the covariance matrix of X. Arrange the Ak's and ak~'s in increasing order. 
P ~ 2 By the Corollary to Lemma 2, ~=1 A~ ~< ~k=l ak for all 1 ~< p <~ n. Thus 
by Theorem 1, Rx(D) <~ Ry(D) for all 0 < D, and equality holds if and only 
i fA~=a~ 2fora l l l  ~<h~<n. 
To complete the proof, we now show that Ak = ak 2 for all 1 <~ k <~ n if 
and only if the components ofX are independent, i.e., if and only if its covariance 
matrix q~ is diagonal. The "if" part of the statement is obvious. For the "only if" 
part we assume that (A 1 ,..., An)= (ax2,..., a~2), the equality being between 
sets of real numbers in their original order (and not rearranged in increasing 
order). Let ~ = UDU r be the Jordan canonical form of 4, where U is a unitary 
matrix and D is the diagonal matrix diag(A 1 ..... An). Denote the kth row of U 
by e~ r = (ukl ,..., u1~)- 
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Then we have 
ffk = ~J/~kJ • 
j=l 
On the other hand, by assumption, each ~ is equal to one of the Ai's, i.e., 
where i maps (1 .... , n) onto itself and is such that i(h) # i ( j )  for k =/- j. It 
n 2 then follows from Ai(e) = ~ j= l  ACukj that each vector ek has all components 0 
except for the i(h)th component which equals 1 of --1. Now if ¢ -= {akj-}, 
it follows from ~ = UDU r that 
ae~ = Al~el~re~ T = 3. k if k = j 
=0 if k#j  
and thus # is the diagonal matrix diag(,~l .... , ~) .  | 
3. THE LOWER BOUND 
Among all zero mean Gaussian vectors X whose components have the same 
set of variances, the easiest o transmit and thus the one with the least rate 
distortion function, should be one whose components are completely correlated. 
This is shown in the following theorem which thus provides a lower bound 
for R x . This lower bound turns out to compare favorably with the Shannon 
lower bound. 
THEOREM 2. I f  X is an n-dimensional Gaussian vector whose components 
have zero means and variances aae,..., an 2, then 
1 log ~i=1 ai 1 
2n - -  nD <~ Rx(D) for all 0 < D <~ ~-  ai 2. 
i=1 
Proof. Let Y = (Y1 ,---, Y~) be a degenerate Gaussian vector whose com- 
ponents have zero means and satisfy EY iY  j = cria ~ for all i , j  = 1, 2 , . ,  n 
and let ~ be its covariance matrix. It is well known that Rank(P) = 1. Thus 
(/) has a zero eigenvalue of multiplicity n -  1 and one positive eigenvalue 
n n 
of multiplicity l. Since ~ i= l  •i = ~-~i=1 O'i 2 where A i a re  the eigenvalues of ~, 
n it follows that the simple nonzero eigenvalue is ~i=1%e. Let q) = UDU -1 
be the Jordan canonical form of ~, where U is a unitary matrix and D is the 
n 2 diagonal n × n matrix diag(0,..., O,~i=la  ~ ). I f  Z U-1Y, then Z = 
(Z1, Z 2 ,..., Z~) is Gaussian with independent components where Z1, Z2 ,... , Zn_ a 
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are degenerate with zero variances, i.e., Zi = 0 a.s. 1 ~< i ~< n -- 1, and Z~ 
n 
is Gaussian with mean zero and variance ~2i=1 ~i 2. 
It is clear that Rz~(D ) =0 for i=  1 ,2 , . , . ,n - -  1 since I(Zi, W)=-O for 
all W. Since the components of Z are independent we have (see p. 57 of Berger 
(1971)) 
Rz(D~) = __1 ~ Rz~(D~) where Ds _ __1 ~ D~ i 
n n i=l i=1  
and since Rz~ ~ 0 for i = 1 . . .  n --  1 we obtain Ds = (l/n) D~ ~ and Rz(Ds) = 
(l/n) Rz.(D¢) = (t/n) Rz.(nD~). Hence 
Rz(D) = (l/n) Rz,(nD) = (1/2n) log Zi'Lx a~2 nD 
for 
O < D ~ I D(z.) =-1 
n max n (Yi2 
i= l  
= -~- D(Zn) n 2 since I) (zO 0 for i 1 , . ,  n -  1 and --max = ~i=lc r i  " It now follows ~]30_aX 
from Theorem 1 that Rz(D) <~ Rx(D) for all D > 0, since the eigenvalues 
in increasing order of the covariance matrices of Z and X are (0,..., 0, ~i~l oi 2) 
n n 2 and (;~a ,.-., A,), respectively, with ~2~=a A~ = Z~=~ -  Also Rz(D ) = Ry(D)  
since the unitary transformation Z = U-1Y preserves mutual information 
as well as the Euclidean norm p~( y, z) = (l/n) ~=1 ( Yk -- zk) 2 in the definition 
of R(D) (see p. 110 of Berger (1971)). Thus Rr(D ) <~ Rx(D). | 
The lower bound RL(D) of Theorem 2 :  
RL(D) = ~ log ~"i~=lnv cq2 , 0 < D <~ (l/n) i (ri~ 
i=1 
should be compared with the Shannon lower bound RsL(D) (see p. 111 of Berger 
(1971)) 
1 I¢1 RsL(D) =~log  D~ , 0 <D ~< [(hi 1/~ 
where q~ is the covariance matrix of X. For n = 1 we have Rx(D) = Rr(D) 
RsL(D) for all 0 < D ~ Dmax = ~2. We thus restrict our attention to the case 
where n >/2.  The following relationship will serve as the basis for the com- 
parison (see Bellman (1960)) 
tr(q~) = ~ h~ = ~ ¢i 2. 
i= l  i= l  
n 
Since I ~ I = I~i=1 ~i, k follows that 
I~  I ~/~ ~ I tr((P) 
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with equality if and only if Z 1 --  -- A~ by the well-known inequality of 
geometric and arithmetic means. In the following we assume that q~ has at 
least two distinct eigenvalues and thus [ q~ I1/n < (l/n) tr(05). 
One sees immediately from the expressions of R L , RSL, and from the above 
inequality that R L is defined and strictly positive on the entire interval 
(0, Dm~x = (l/n) tr(~b)) where Rx is strictly positive, while RSL is defined and 
strictly positive only over the subinterval (0, [ ~b [1/~) of (0, (l/n) tr(qS)). Thus 
RL provides a lower bound over the interval (I @ I1/% (l/n)tr(qS)), where none 
was available up to now. 
Also RL depends only on the variances of the components of X, while RsL 
depends on their covariances as well, and R L is much easier to compute. 
Therefore RL can be useful as a lower bound even if it is smaller than RSL. 
Furthermore, RSL is known to be weak for large D. Indeed, it turns out that 
(expect when h 1 --  --  A~) there is always an interval of distortions where 
R L is better than RSL • This is seen as follows. It is clear from the expressions 
of R L and RsL that RL(D ) < RsL(D) if and only if 
n l~ l  .i/(n-l) 
t r -~T)  < D ~< i ell/*~" 
This interval is nonempty if and only if I @ E ~/~ < (l/n) tr(@), i.e., if and only 
if q~ has at least two distinct eigenvalues. Hence if q~ has at least two distinct 
eigenvalues we have the following properties: 
for 0 < D < ( t r -~)  : RL(D) < RsL(D) 
' n I OI  .1/(n-1) 
for ( t r -~)  < D < lob I1,'~: RsL(D ) < RL(D) 
for ]q)1 lm< D < Dmax (l/n) tr(q3) : RL(D) is defined 
RsL(D) is not defined. 
If q) has one eigenvalue of multiplicity n then the last two intervals are empty 
and the Shannon lower bound is everywhere better than the one given in 
Theorem 2. 
4. THE AREA BETWEEN THE Two BOUNDS 
We now show that all values between the upper and lower bounds of Theorems 
1 and 2 are obtained for appropriate covariance structures. 
THEOREM 3. The family of the rate distortion functions of all n-dimensional 
Gaussian vectors whose components have zero means and set of variances ~1~,..., a~ 2 
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fills up the space between the upper and lower bounds of Theorems 1 and 2, 
respectively. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that the space between the upper and lower 
bounds is filled up by the subfamily of n-dimensional Gaussian vectors X o = 
ty(o) ~(~)~ which satisfy EY ~°) EX  (~)2 - - - i  0, for all i=  1 .... ,n  and 
EX(p)X(o) ~i  "~J = pcria J for all i @ j = 1,2,...,n, where0~p ~ 1. 
Recall that the rate distortion function R, of X o is given by 
Ro(Do(O)) : (1/2n) ~ max (0, log ~ )  
i=1 
n 
where Do(O ) = (1/n)Z~= 1 mm(0, ~dp)) and Ai(P), i = 1 ..... n, are the eigen- 
values of the covariance matrix of Xp. 
We give the proof in the following three steps. 
(1) hi(p) is a continuous function of p for each i = I,..., n. 
Proof. Ai(p) is a solution of a polynomial of degree n with coefficient multiples 
of powers of p. Let us denote this polynomial by F(p, fl). Then F(p, )ti) -- O. 
F is a polynomial in p as well as in h. Consequently F, ~F/OAi and aF/ap (exist 
and) are continuous functions of p and A i . Moreover, ~F/~A i ~ 0 since the 
degree of F as a polynomial in Ai is ~1.  Thus, by a well-known result in 
implicit function theory, hi(p) is a continuous function in p. 
n 2 (2) For every fixed D a (0, Dma x ----(l/n)S~i=I (ri ), Oo(D ) (the inverse of 
Do(O)) is a continuous function of p e [0, 1]. 
Proof. Fix P0 E [0, 1]. Since )~i(P) is a continuous function of p for each 
i = 1,..., n, given E > 0, there exists 3~ > 0 such that [ Ai(p) -- Ai(p0)] < E/n 
whenever J p -- P0 t < 3i- Take 3 = mini<i< ~3i • Then for every q, 1 ~ q ~ n, 
{Ai(p) -- Ai(P0)} I ~ ~ [ Ai(p) -- Ai(po)[ < qE/n < E. 
i=1 ! i=1 
Now fix D ~ (0, D~ax) and let 0 o ---- Opo(D ). 
Case I. Suppose h~(p0 ) < 0o < A~+l(po) for some p, 1 ~ p ~ n --  1. Since 
each )ti(O) is continuous, we can choose 3 such that A~(p) < 00 < A~+l(p) for 
[ P --  P0 I < & Let 0 o = Op(D) and suppose Ak(p) < 0o ~ Ak+~(p). Then 
lo 
nD= ~ Adpo)+(n- -p )0  0 = Z A i (p )+(n- -P )0o  
i=1 i= l  
7c 
= Z ~ i (P )  -~ (n  - -  k )  0 0 . 
i=1 
I f  k = p, clearly 0 o --  0 o = 0. We now consider the cases k ~ p and k < p. 
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(A) p<k<.n- - l .  
We now have 
Z (a&o) - z~(o)} = Z 
i~ l  i=p+l  




Now since )~(o) < 0 o < A~+l(p), Yi=/9+~ (Zi(Po) - -  00) ) 0. Also 0 o < 
Z~+l(p) ~< Ak(p) < 0p since k > p, and thus 0p --  0 o > 0. It then follows that 
o < oo - Oo < ~1(~ - k) ~< ~. 
(B) 1 ~<k<p<n.  Wenowhave  
Z {a,(e) - a,(po)} = Z :~,(Po) - (p - k) oo + (n -p)(Oo - 02 
i=1 i~/~+1 
= F~ (~,(oo) - oo) + (~ -p)(Oo - o~). (,) 
i~k+l 
Since k < p, we have Ak(O) < 0 o ~ Zk+l(P) ~< A~(p) < 0o, and thus 0 o -- 0 o > 0. 
Now let A/po) < 0p ~< Aj+l(po ) for some j. 
I f  k ~ j <~ p, we can write 
Y (a,(po) - 0o) = g (~,(po) - 0o) + F~ (z,(oo) - 02 (**) 
i=k+l  i=k+l i=j+l 
where each term of the first sum is negative and each term of the second sum 
is positive. Then from (,) and (**), we have 




and s ince0~hi (p ) , i=k+l  .... ,j, weobtain 
J 
F~ (~(Po) - 02 + (n -p)(Oo - oo) < ~ (A,(p) - a&o)) < ~. 
i~j+l i=1 
It follows that (n  - -  p)(O o - -  Op) < e and finally 0 < 0 o -- 0p < ~. 
643/34/3-3 
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I f  1 ~ j < k, then A~(Po) < Oo "~ ~J+I(P) ~ '~Tc+I(Po), which implies 
A ~.i=~+1(i(Po) -- O,) >~ 0 and thus from (*) 
( , , -  p)(Oo - o~) < 
i=k+l 
(A,(po) - 0o) + (n -p)(Oo - oo) 
k 
= E (a , (o ) -  z,(oo)) < ,. 
i=1  
It  follows that 0 < 0 o --  0 o < e. 
Case I I. Suppose 0 o = A,(po ) :/: 0. Again, by the continuity of the Ai's, 
we may choose ~ such that A~_I(p) < 0 o < Ag+~(O) for [ O --  Po [ < & Suppose 
that Ak(p) ~ 0o < Ak+~(p). We then have 
nD-~ ~ Adpo)+(n-p+l )O  o= 2 A,(p)+min{O o ,g~(p)}+(n-p)O o 
i= l  i= l  
/c 
= y~ a,(p) + (n - k) 0~. 
i=l 
I f k=p- - l ,  then 
(n -- p + 1) 10 -- 0o I = ] 2 ~,(P)-- ~,(po)~ ] < ", 
i=1 
and hence 10o- -0  o[ <e .  I f k=p,  then 
(n -p) (oo - 0o) = min{0o ,  a~(p)}  - -  a~(p) ,  
and since 0 o = A~(po ) we have (n - -P ) I  0o --  0o [ ~< [ A~Co) --  A~(po)l < ~ and 
hence [ 0 o - -  0 o I < E. Now for p < k ~ n - -  1 the proof follows as in (A) of 
Case I, and for 1 ~< k < p the proof follows as in (B) of Case I. 
n 
(3) For every fixed D ~ (0, D~nax = (l/n) E,=, ui~), Ro(D) is a continuous 
function of p ~ [0, 1]. 
Proof. The parametric expression of R o can be written as follows by using 
the function 0o(D): 
Rp(D) = ~ Oo(D ) ], 0 < D <~ -~ ~1 
i=l  
Since by (1) each Ai(p) is continuous in p, and by (2) for each fixed D, 0o(D )
is continuous in p, it follows that for each fixed D, Rp(D) is continuous in p. 
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Now Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of (3), if we notice that 
RI(D ) is the lower bound of Theorem 2 and Ro(D ) is the upper bound of the 
corollary to Theorem 1. | 
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